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International

fin~l1cial

aid to the Republic of the Congo is a: matter of

such.urgency ·that I have.decided that it is necessarJ to place it before the
Security Council now', however rough and ·uncerta:i.n lllajr be the estimates that
I can make at thiE time.

,~t

was inevitable that, in the conditions which

prevailed during the .first weeks of independence, efforts undertaken in the
Congo by the United Nations under the Security Council's
have mainly concentr.ated on

t~~

decis~~ns

military aspect of assistance.

should

The results

of action previou,sly ini tiated j however, may very soon be put in jeopardy,
or even

nullifi~d,

unless certain steps are now taken to stabilize the financial

position of the Congolese Government and to lay the founda'tion for the future
growth of ,the Congo economy.

The irmnediate provision of financial assistance

~m

a large scale is required i~ a stable public administratinn is to be re~onstrUcted,
if

busin~.ss

activity is to be revitalized, and if employment is to be found for

a substantial part of the scores of thousands of Congolese who have lost their
jobs as a direct consequence of events since independence.

The attailIment of

these objectives has a, direct and important bearing on the restoration of peace
and security and the responsibilities of the Security Council are thereby invoked.
Although, even on the very'tentative estimate now possible, the swns
reqUired may appear large, it must be emphasized that they are no more than
sufficient to assure the limited objectives just stated.

This financial

assistance is not designed to set up a permanent regime of"'external subsidy to
the Congo; it is put forward vlith the expectation and intention that the Republic
.
should be able to pay its own way both currently and for 'development purposes in
,

the near future.

If the economic and afuninistrative fabric can be kept intact,

the country will be enabled to move forward again.
60-21440
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With a rapid decrease in the treasury balance of the Congo Goverllment and
tax collections brought to a very low level by the collapse of the administrative
services and by civil strife, With foreign exchange proceeds from exports being
immobilized, with monetary reserves reduced from the eqUivalent of $75 million
on 30 June to $35 million on 15 August - part of which is the property of
Ruanda-Urundi - the Government will very soon be unable to meet its monthly bills,
except throUgh dangerous inflationary deVices, and economic activity would have
to come to a virtual standstill.
Estimates of the needs of the Congo economy, with respect to the probable
level of cash transactions on government and balance of payments accounts must,
by necessity, be extremely hazardous. They have to be based on calculations with
respect to factors involving the rate of revival in governmental and business
activities Which, in turn, depend very largely upon the restoration of public
security and confidence, In addition, there is no clear basis for making
assumptions regarding borrowing opportunities &ld possible arrangements on the
debt service. The basic assumptions are that the RepUblic will remain a single
economic unit and that its tax structure ~dll, within a reasonable period, regain
the level of potential yields written into the 1900 bUdget. The economic
infrastructure, fortunotelYI is relatively ultact.
In regard to 1900; an estimate made in June, before independence, forecast
a deficit of $100 million for the second half of the year (over and above a
realized deficit of $34 million in the first six months). A later estimate made
in mid-August at the instance of the United Nations, which took account of the
deterioration in the economic situation but assumed that the Government of the
Congo would re-establish public services and undertake public works designed to
absorb unemployment at a reasonable pace, raised the estimated deficit for the
current six months to about $125 million. The volume of international transactions
consistent with this level of government actiVity and with the assumed pace of
recovery in the private sector of the economy is ex:r;ected to produce an
unfavourable balance of payments of the order of $100 million. If certain
arrangements can be made regarding the consolidated pUblic debt, these estimated
deficits might be reduced by about $20 million each.
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Even in the three weeks which have passed since the.mid"Allgust~st~atewas
framed, the'continuance
unsettled conditions in the Congo and the consequent
low level of economic activity will have affected the ~stimate.As soon as more
stable conditions prevail, I propose to present a revised estDnate to the Security
Council. By that time there may also be betteT info~Btion about the shape of
the financial settlement likely to be reached· between t:1~ Congo and Belgium, on
which negotiations have'already started under the aegis and with the good offices

of

of the United Nations. In the meantime, it would be re:alistic to ~ticipate that
assistance {n:the same amount as mentioned above will.b~needed for the
calendar
year 1961 'and that this temporary assistance. can be phased out at a substantially
,

lower level in 1962, by which time it is expectecl that this ·international_ finance
will nave· enabled the gr:eat economic potentj.al of the Congo to get to. ~ofOrk. Thus"
as stated above, this programme of assistance is not intended to initiate a
permanent r~gime of external subsidy, but is rather a relatively short-term effort
designed to. set the Congo on the road to becoming a' source of economic strength
once more. Despite the Uncertainties, I have thought it appropriate to attempt
some estimate of the ultimate order of magnitud.e of the· international financia;L
assistance required. Another compelling reason for doing ~o now is th~ time
required by the parliamentary processes of some Member States.~n sanctioning
appropriations for this purpose. At this time, therefore, I propose that the
Security Council appeal to Member Goverrunents for urgent voluntary contributions
to a United Nations Fund for the Congo to be used under United Nations control for
the p~oses indicated in this reporto Imruediate financial support from Member
states is needed in the 'sum Of'$lOO million, in convertible currencies. Without
such assistance arid support, ,the Government of the Congo cannot develop a
programme to cover the internal eX]?enditures ('including such public works as are
required to reduce unemployment), to restore essential im~orts and to allow such
remitta~ces as will encourage foreign technicians to work in the country.!/
'

1/

The est~at~s are concerned with budgetary and balance of pa~nents transactions
of the Government of the Congo; they do not include items Such as the cost of
the United Nations Forc~ or of direct technical .assistance. O~erational
aSf;\istance from international sources, being a 'budgetary charge, is included.
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I therefore seek the establishment, within the United Nations, of an
international account, into which would be directed the contritutions of all
countries willing to help in the restoration of economic life in the Congo, and to
carry on its public services, including education, health end internal security,
at such levels as are possible and reasonable.

In view of the Security Council's

recognition of the responsibility of the intel'nstj.onal community for the
restoration of peace and order in the Congo, it would appear logical that this
financial assistance be chanuelled through the United Nations.
The

fo~ulation

of a minimum set of rules and regulations

~vill

no doubt be

required, if fund.s are to reach the level menti.oned, but it is hoped that the
Security Council will authorize the establishment of the account and invite
contributions to it without waiting for the compJ.etion of legal and administrative
steps which require the intervention of the General Assembly.

Pending the

establishment of such a minimnm set of rules, the forms in which control over the
use of the fund should be exercised may be determined by the Secretary-General.
In deciding, in fulfilment of its primary duty to maintain peace and security,
to dispatch to the Republic of the Congo the Unitei Nations Force, the Security
Council made only the first move necessary in order to stabilize the country and to
protect peace in Africa.

The very major efforts of a great number of Member

countries, assisted by the Organization, in order to forestall a further
disintegration of the country with all the serious consequences such a development
would entail, would be of no avail unless parallel and consecutive steps were to be
taken in order to rebuild the national life.

Members of the Security Council have

already taken note of the contributions of the United Nations in the field of
Technical Assistance and of the general framework established, in consultation with
the Government, for United Nations civilian activities in its assistance.

Above, I

have raised the question how to meet, on a preliminary basis, the imperative
financial needs of the country which have to be covered if the Organization is to
succeed in this major peace effort.
However~

neither the military and civilian operations, nor the financial

assistance·for which I now suggest that the Council

m~~e

an urgent appeal, would

serve their purDose, if Member nations and the United Nations cannot count on full
co-operation from all responsible

qua~ters

within the Republic of the Congo itself.

As is well known, the people and the country have been torn by internal strife,
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centring around constitutiona.1;. prob~ems but reaching further, ,a.w.d deeper, and being
linked also to tribal differences" and claims. Thest;l co:pflicts, lThich so far have
'complet~lY styIDi~d'ali ~f;~rts to re-establish normal life, must speedily be
brought'to'ah'end if'disintegration
not to qontinue in s;~te ,of all effor.ts
made fhin'the outside to achieve a, stabiiizatiop,'.· And they mus~ be brough't to an
. end "by ;pea~eful'·1ileans. I the~efore conr.dder it necessary, that, to 't~e same
ultimate end'as the one that would be serv,ed by t~e financial fund, the Council
. '
.
.
now urge the'parties concerned, within the Congo, to ,seek by ~eaceful means a
solution to their' internal problems 1 kee~i~g i~mind that such solutions 'should
aim at the conservation'and consolidation of the unity and integrity of the
country.

is

.

The internal conflicts, ""hich have become increasingly grave in the last fe,,"
weeks and even days, have taken on a particularly serious aspect due to the fact
that parties have relied on and obtained certain assistance from the outside,
contrary to the spirit of the Security Council resolutions and tending to
re-introduce elements of the very kind which the Security Council wished to
eliminate when it requested the immediate withdrawal of Belgian troops. The
conflicts have further led to considerable losses of human lives and to continued
danger for human lives in fOl~S which sometimes have been of great brutality,
contrary to the principles establislled and maintained by the United Nations.
In view of this dual aggravating aspect of the internal conflicts, I consider
it essential, as part of the widened and intensifi~d effort for which I appeal in
this report, that the Security Council reaffirm its request to all States to
refrain from any action which might tend to impede the restoration of law and
order or to aggravate differences, and that it clarify, in appropriate terms, the
mandate of the United Nations Force. In the first respect, special emphasis
should be placed on the interest of all to assist towards a peaceful solution of
the conflicts, aiming at overcoming present threats to the unity and integrity of
the country without further disruption and threats to civilian life. In the
second respect, emphasis now should be put on the protection of the lives of the
civilian population in the spirit of the Declaration of Human Rights and the
Genocide Convention. This may necessitate a temporary disarming of military
units which, in view of present circumstances, are an obstacle to the
re-establishment of law and order in the interest of the people and the stability
of the nation.
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In ending, I wish to stress the consistency of my proposals with the spirit
and letter of the Security Council's previous actions in the case of the Congo.

My suggestions are parts of one carefully developed and balanced operation,
reflecting its adjustment to current developments and experiences.

The operation,

naturally" remains entirely non-pa.rtisan, guid.ed only by the interests of the
people of the Congo in peace and stability within a united nation, the integrity
of which is protected against all and safeguarded also by the elimination of the
vffir threat which a continued disintegration would sharpen•
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